
Year 2
Summer 2 Significant Learning = Explorers and Journeys

Key Concepts Key Facts Key Vocabulary

Understand how shapes of solid objects

made from some materials can be

changed by squashing, bending, twisting

and stretching

Identify events beyond living memory
that are significant nationally or
globally.

Understand simple compass directions
and locational and directional language
to describe location of features and
routes on a map.

Understand what a mechanism is and
the use of mechanisms e.g. levers,
sliders in everyday life.

● Amilia Earheart was the first

female aviator to fly solo across

the Atlantic Ocean.

● Christopher Columbus  was an

Italian explorer. He travelled by

boat.

● Some materials can change but

not stay that way

● an object can change when

you- squash it, bend it, twist

it, stretch it

● A compass point moves based

on your position

● A compass point always points

North.

● North, South, East and West

describe directions based on

Earth’s position (North

Pole/South Pole)

● explore, discover, new, world,

travel, journey,fly, country,

explorer, adventure

● map, symbols, key, locate

● compass, North,

East,South,West left, right,
forwards, backwards, near, far

● past, living memory, present,
timeline, chronological order

Key Figure/Places Reading and Writing Links

Christopher Colmbus
Christopher Colmbus was
a famous explorer who
sailed to many different
places around the world.
He discovered new foods on his
journeys such as pineapples, pumpkins
and corn.

Amilia Earheart

Amilia Earheart was the first female

aviator to fly solo across the Atlantic

Ocean. She inspired other females to

become pilots and  helped change the way

the public viewed female pilots.

Adventure Story (Key Text )  = (A Bear Called Paddington  )

Grammar and Punctuation

● Tenses

● story langage

● .  !  ? – exclamatory sentences

● Time conjunctions

● sentence openings

● expanded noun phrases

● adjectives/similes

● subordinating conjunctions

● antonyms/synonyms, homophones, standard English

● commas in a list

● adverbs




